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PRODUCT KERNELS AND n-P ARAMETER APPROXIMATION 
BY 
H. BERENS AND R. J. NESSEL 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of February 24, 1968) 
This paper is a sequel to the preceding three papers with the same 
title published in these Proceedings (Note I, Vol. LXIX p. 515-531; 
Note II, III, Vol. LXX, p. 52-73). The contents of these notes are assumed 
to be known. References are in alphabetical order in each paper, but they 
as well as the sections are numbered consecutively throughout this series. 
The authors are indebted to Prof. P. L. Butzer for various valuable 
suggestions and discussions. 
10. A general saturation theorem for n-parameter approximation 
In Note III we have in some detail discussed the case where the kernel 
of the singular integral (1.1) is radial. We now turn to the situation that 
the kernel is decomposable into the product of kernels of one variable: 
n 
(10.1) k(x; e)= II k1(x1; e). 
i~l 
If for every L;;,j .;;;.n, k1(t; e), t EEl, e> 0, is a one-dimensional kernel, 
i.e., if k;(t; e) satisfies (1.2) for n= 1, then it is obvious that the product 
kernel (10.1) defines an n-dimensional kernel in the sense of (1.2) and 
that (1.3) holds for the corresponding singular integral (cf. [5, p. 5]). 
Furthermore, the representation (10.1) suggests that the assumptions and 
arguments used in the well-developed theory of the one-dimensional 
kernels k;(t; e) (cf. [7], [8]) may be applied successively in order to obtain 
corresponding results for the n-dimensional kernel (10.1). But in order 
to apply the one-dimensional theory it turns out that the one-dimensional 
parameter e > 0 has to be replaced by an n-dimensional ~ = (~1, ... , ~n), 
~>0, i.e. ~;>0 for every 1.;;;,j.;;;,n. Thus in this paper we shall investigate 
kernels of the type 
n 
(10.2) k(x; ~)= II k;(x;; ~;). 
i=l 
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Let f E Lp(E"), 1 <,p<oo, and k(t; e), t EEl, e>O, be a one-dimensional 
kernel. For 1 < j < n the convolution integral 
(10.3) 1 00 K;(f; x; e)= ~ f f(xl, ... , Xj-Uj, •.. , x,)k(u;; e)du; } 2n -oo 
forms a bounded linear transformation K;(l] )/ = (/ * k( · ; 11 ))f = K;(f; · ; 11) 
on Lp(E") into itself satisfying 
(10.4) ( 
(i) IIKJ(I! )fliP< Ilk(. ; I! )IIL,(E1)11fiiP, 
(ii) lim IIK;(e)f-fllp=O. 
Q-->00 
Here llfliP denotes the usual norm extended over En. If the domain of 
definition differs from En, our notation will be more explicit, e.g. 
Ilk(. ; I! )IIL,IE')• 
Let k(x; ;) be given by (10.2). Then the corresponding singular integral 
reads 
( 10.5) 
\ 
1 " K(f;x;;)= (2 )"/2 ff(x-7t){IT k;(u;;;;)}du= 
n E" l=l 
? =[{fl K1(;1)}f](x). 
We mention the particular case that k1(t; e)=ek;(et). Then (cf. (1.4)) 
If, for every 1<,j<,n, k1(t; e), t EEl, e>O, is a one-dimensional kernel, 
then for f E Lp(E"), 1 <p < oo, 
) 
(i) IIK(f; . ; ~)IIP<{,frl llkJ(. ; ~;)IIL,IE1)}11fiiP, 
(10.7) 
(ii) lim IlK(/; · ; ;) - f( ·)liP= 0. 
~-->00 
Here, ; __,. oo means ;1 __,. oo, separately for each 1 <,j <,n. Concerning 
pointwise convergence we refer to e.g. [49], [50, p. 720]. 
Considering the saturation problem for the approximation-process 
(10.5), we have for p= 1 
Theorem 10.1 : Let f E L1(E") and the singular integral K(f; x; ;) be 
given by (10.5), the one-dimensional kernels k;(t; e), t E E1, e>O, satisfying 
(3.1) and (3.2) for n= 1 with functions q;;, 1p;, vi.Q' 1 <,j <,n. 
a) The approximation 
n 
ilK(/;. ; ~)- f(. )Ill =0 ( L q;;(~J)) 
i=l 
implies f(x) = 0 a.e. 
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b) The following assertions are equivalent: 
n 
(i) IIK(f; . ; ~)-/(. )111=0( L f!!J(~J)) (~~=); 
i~l 
(ii) there exist bounded measures fli on En such that for each I <j <:,n 
the representation 
(I0.8) VJJ(VJ)f"(v) = ftj(V) 
holds for every v E En. 
Proof: a): For every I<:,j<:,n 
I IIK(f; · ;~)-/(·)I!I-I!KJ(f; · ;~J)-f(·)IIII<IIK(f; · ;~)-KJ(f; · ;~J)II1= 
= I!KJ({ IT Kz(~z)}f- f; · ; ~J)III< IIKJ(~J)II II{ IT K!(;l)}f- /III· 
1*1 l*i 
If lim means~~~ oo for every I<:,l<:,n, lt=j, since IIKJ(~J)II= 
(X) 
=(2:n:)-l/2 f lk1(t; ~1)1dt<:,M for all ~1 >0 (cf. (1.2)) and 
-(X) 
lim II{ IT K!(;z)}f-/111=0, 
; 1 ~ oo, Z*i Z*i 
we obtain that for every I<:,j<:,n 
( I0.9) lim IIK(f; · ; ~)- f( ·)III= IIK1(f; · ; ~i)- /(·)III· 
Therefore the hypothesis implies that for every I< j < n 
(IO.IO) 
Since the Fourier transform of K 1(f; x; ~1 ) E L 1(En) is given by 
kj(vJ; ~1)t'(v), it follows as in section 3 that tp1 (v1)f~(v)=0 for all v E En 
and I <:,j <:,n, or 
n ( L VJJ(VJ))f~(v) = 0 
i~l 
This implies ('(v)=O with the exception of some isolated points v E En 
and thus f(x) = 0 a.e. by the uniqueness theorem. 
b), (i) ~ (ii): As above we conclude from the hypothesis that for 
every I<:,j<:,n 
(IO.ll) 
from which (I0.8) follows as in section 3. 
b), (ii) ~ (i): In view of (3.2) there exist bounded measures v;,e on 
00 
E 1 with f ldv;.el =O(I), (! ~ oo, such that for every I <:,j <:,n 
-00 
kj(s; 12) -I _ ·( ) "' ( ) 
IPJ((!) - tp1 s V;. e s (sEE!, (!>0). 
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Therefore ( 10. 8) implies 
kj( VJ; ~J) - 1 f"(v) = v"' (v ) llv(v) qJj(~J) 1.<; j rl ' 
i.e. (cf. [8]) by the convolution theorem 
[ Ki(f; ~:(::?- /( · )J' (v) = [(flJ o v1,;1)J ]'"'(v) 
Here the convolution (p, o v)J of a bounded measure p, on En and a 
bounded measure v on E1 is defined as the bounded measure on En given by 
J b(u)d(flOY)J= J b(u1, ... ,u,+t, ... ,un)dtt(u)dv(t) 
E" EJ"+1 
for all bounded Baire functions b on En (cf. [5, p. 15]). 
By the uniqueness theorem for Fourier-Stieltjes transforms it follows 
that 
J KJ(f;u;~J)-f(u)du=( ·ov- )(A) 
A qJj(~J) /lJ 1.1;; j 
for every Borel set A C En. Therefore 
II KJ(/;·;~J)-/(·)11 = Jid( ·o · )·1-·( 1: ) fl1 111.<· 1 ""' p, r;j 1 E" 1 
00 
< J ldtt1i· J idv1.<11=0(1) 
E" -00 
Thus (10.8) implies (10.11). But 
" ilK(/;· ; ~)-/( · )lll=II{II K1(~1)} t-/ll1< 
i-1 
n-1 n n 
<I II{II KJ(~J)}/-{ II Ki(~J)}fii1+11Kn(/; · ;~n)-/(·)111< 
1=1 i=! i- !+1 
n-1 n 
< I { II iiKJ(~J)il}iiKz(/; ·; ~z)-/(·)II1+11Kn(/; · ; ~ .. )-/(·)Ill= 
1-1 i= 1+1 
" 
=0( I PMz)) (~--+ oo), 
I -1 
and the proof is complete. 
Regarding saturation in Lp(En), l <p <. 2, we obtain by the same 
methods (cf. section 3) 
Theorem 10.2: Let fELp(E"), l<p<.2, and the singular integral 
K(f; x; ~) be given by (10.5), the one-dimensional kernels kj(t; e), t EE1, 
e>O, satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) for n=1 with functions qJJ, 1flf, v1.e, 1<,j<,n. 
a) The approximation 
" IIK(f;.; ~)-/(·)llp=O( I qJj(~J)) 
implies f(x) = 0 a. e. 
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b) The following assertions are equivalent : 
.. 
(i) IIK(f; · ; ~)- f( · )//p =0( ! rPJ(~1 )) 
i-1 
(ii) there exist functions IJi E Lp(En) such that for each 1 <i <,n the 
representation 
(10.12) "PJ( v1W'(v) = gj(v) 
holds for almost all v E En. 
Let us mention that the results of this section correspond to those of 
the theory of best approximation of periodic functions of several variables 
by trigonometric polynomials as well as of functions f E Lp(En) by integral 
functions of exponential type, see e.g. A. F. TIMAN [60, e.g. p. 350]. For 
the periodic version of the last two theorems we refer to [54]. 
Let us briefly consider kernels of type (10.1) which depend only on 
the one-dimensional parameter e > 0. 
Remark 10.1 : If, for every 1 <.j <,n, k1(t; e), t EEl, e> 0, is a one-
dimensional kernel which satisfies (3.1) with functions "fJ, cpj, then it 
follows immediately that parts a) and b), (i) ==? (ii), of Theorems 10.1 and 
10.2 also hold likewise for the singular integral K(f; x; e) which corresponds 
via (1.1) to the n-dimensional kernel (10.1). In particular, iff E L 1(En), 
n 
then /IK(f; · ;e)-f(·)/h=o(! cp1(e)), e-+oo, implies f(x)=O a.e. and 
i-1 
.. 
(10.13) 1/K(f; · ;e)-/(·)1/1=0(! cpJ(e)) (e-+ oo), 
i-1 
that there exists a bounded measure p on En such that 
n 
(10.14) ( ! VJJ(VJ))f"'(v)=pv(v) 
i-1 
for all v E En. Thus we obtain that the whole sum on the left of (10.14) 
is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a bounded measure, whereas the 
corresponding condition (10.8) furthermore states that every member of 
the sum is representable as the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a bounded 
measure. It is actually this strengthening which enables us to return 
from the condition b) (ii) to the approximation b) (i) by purely one-
dimensional methods. On the other hand, if there exists a family {vQ} of 
uniformly bounded measures on En such that 
.. 
(10.15) 
{II kj(v1; e)}-1 
;-1 .. 
------ ,= ( ! VJJ(VJ))v;'(v) 
3s cp,(e) ;-1 
i=1 
holds for every v E En and e > 0 ( cf. (3.2)), then by Theorem 3.1 condition 
(10.14) implies (10.13). 
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11. The singular integral of Gauss-Weierstrass 
In section 4 of Nore II we discussed the singular integral of Gauss-
Weierstrass for the first time. There we used the fact that the corresponding 
kernel is radial whereas we now exploit the fact that it is a product kernel 
as well. Replacing the one-dimensional parameter t > 0 by the n-dimen-
sional ry=('f]I, ... , 'f]n), n>O, we thus consider as a first application 
(11.1) 
The integral (11.1) is of type (10.6) with k1(s)=V2exp {-s2} and 
.;1=(2Vi]j)-l, L;;;j.;;;n. Let us mention that for jELp(En), l<,p<,2, an 
application of the Parseval formula {1.10) yields (cf. (4.1 *)) 
W(f;x;1])=-(2 I)n/2 f {iJe-'~ivi'}ei<x,v>f~(v)dv, 
n E" 1~1 
indicating rectangular summation of multiple Fourier series and integrals. 
Moreover, the integral (Il.I) defines ann-parameter semi-group of oper-
ators of class (Oo) on Lp(En) (see e.g. [32, pp. 334-336], [44, p. 14 f], 
[50, p. 654 ]). 
Applying Theorem 10.I we obtain 
Theorem II. I: Let f E L 1(En). 
a) The approximation 
n 
IIW(f; · ; 11)-/(·)lll=o( I rJJ) 
i~l 
implies f(x) = 0 a.e. 
b) The following statements are equivalent: 
n 
(i) IIW(f; · ;n)-/(·)!!1=0( I 111> 
i~l 
{ry --7- 0+) 
(ii) there exist bounded measures 1-li on En such that for each I .;;;j <,n 
the representation 
( Il.2) -VJ2f'(v)=f-tj{V) 
holds for every v E En. 
Thus the singular integral (II. I) of Gauss-Weierstrass is saturated in 
n 
L1(En) with order 0( I n1). The corresponding Favard class is precisely the 
i~l 
class of functions f E L1(En) for which the representations {11.2) hold. 
For the proof we only need observe that the kernel of the integral 
(II. I) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem I 0 .l. But these one-dimensional 
conditions are already verified in a paper of P. L. Butzer [8, p. 409]. 
Note that 17 ___,.. 0 + means 'fJJ -+ 0 + for every I < j < n. 
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Though Theorem 11.1 determines the order and class of saturation 
of the integral (11.1) in L1(En), there still remains an important problem. 
The Favard class is characterized via (11.2) by conditions posed on the 
Fourier transform of f. But it is desirable to replace these by smoothness 
conditions upon the original function f itself. In this respect we have 
Theorem 11.2: In L1(En) the Favard class of the singular integral 
(11.1) of Gauss-Weierstrass consists precisely of those functions f E L1(En) 
for which 
( 11.3) (h E En, lhl --+ 0), 
where, for t E E 1 and 1 <j "(n, the operator rr.t is defined by 
(11.4) [r}:tf](x)=f(xl, ... , XJ+t, ... , Xn)+f(xt, ... , XJ-t, ... , Xn)· 
Before we proceed to the proof, let us consider the case n = 2. Then 
the condition ( 11.3), explicitly written, means that 
~ IIHI(xl + h1, x2 + h2) + l(xl + h~, x2- h2) + l(xl- h~, x2- h2) + 
(11.5) ( + l(x1-h1, x2+h2)]- f(xl, x2)ll1 =O(h12 +h22) (lhl--+ 0). 
n 
In general, [{ IT rT,d!J(x) represents the sum of the values l(x+u) 
i=l 1 
where u runs over all 2n corners of an n-dimensional rectangle with edges 
parallel to the coordinate axes and of length 2h1, having center at the 
origin. Note that the difference occuring in (11.3) reduces for n= 1 to the 
second symmetric difference of I at x with increment h E El ( cf. also 
Remark 7.1). 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 10.1 we obtain that the condition 
(11.3) is equivalent to the following: For every 1 <j <n we have 
(11.6) (hj--+ 0). 
Now the proof is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 11.1: For f E L 1(En) and 1 <j <n the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(i) (t--+ 0); 
(ii) there exists a bounded measure p, on En such that 
(11.7) -v12f"'(v) =p,v(v) (v E En). 
We observe that [r1.dJ(x)-2l(x) is, with respect to the jth coordinate, 
the second symmetric difference of I at x E En with increment t EEl. 
Proof: (i) =- (ii): Since 
[ rl,tft; 2~"' (v) = 2 cos tt~i- 1 /"'(v) 
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for all v E En and since the right-hand side tends to -vi2('(v) as t--+ 0, 
the methods of proof of Theorem 3.1. b) yield (cf. Theorem 7.1) that 
there exists a bounded measure f1 on En such that (11.7) holds. 
(ii) =>- (i): Suppose that f1 is absolutely continuous, i.e. there exists a 
function g E L1(En) such that J.l(A) = fA g(u)du for all Borel sets A C En. 
Then the assumption ( ll. 7) reads 
(11.8) 
Now it follows by (11.8) that 
[r~d- 2/J"(v) = (eitv;/2- e-itv;12)2 r'( v) = 
( eitv;/2 _ e- itv;/2) 2 = . gA(v)= 
Wj 
t/2 t/2 
= [ f f g(x1, ... , Xj +s+r, ... , Xn) ds drJ"(v) 
-t/2 -t/2 
for all vi =1= 0 and thus by the uniqueness theorem for Fourier transforms 
in L 1(En) that 
(11.9) ) 
[<f.tf](x)-2/(x)= 
t/2 1/2 
= f J g(x1, ... , Xj+s+r, ... , Xn) ds dr a.e. 
-t/2 -t/2 
This immediately implies (i). 
If f1 is not absolutely continuous, then we may take the Cauchy-Poisson 
integral P(df.l; x; y) of f1 ( cf. section 5). Since P(df.l; x; y) E L1(En), 
[[P(df.l; · ;y)[[I< f [df.ll and [P(df1; · ;y)J"(v)= exp{-y[v[}J.l""(v) for all 
Ell 
y>O, it follows by (11.7) that the Cauchy-Poisson integral P(f; x; y) of 
f ( cf. ( 5.3)) satisfies 
-v12[P(f; . ; y)J"(v)= [P(df.l; · ; y)Y"(v) 
Now the previous case applies and we conclude from (11.9) that 
[[[r~ 1 P(/; · ;y)](·)-2P{f; · ;y)[[I<t2[[P(df1; · ;y)[[1.;;;t2 J [df.l[ 
11" 
uniformly for all y > 0. Since lim [[P(/; · ; y)- f( · )[[1 = 0, condition (i) 
follows. v->O+ 
We observe that for n= 1 Lemma 11.1 reduces to a result of P. L. 
BuTZER [38]. See also [6], [47], [48]. The method of proof of (ii) =>- (i) 
contains implicitly the notion of "completion of a Banach subspace 
relative to a Banach space" as was first considered by E. GAGLIARDO [51]. 
For applications of this notion in connection with saturation we refer to 
H. BERENS [42]. Finally, we mention that H. S. SHAPIRO [59] makes 
intricate use of smoothing methods in solving various problems on ap-
proximation. 
Concerning approximation in Lp(En)-space, p> 1, we state 
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Theorem 11.2: For f E Lp(E"), 1 <p < 2, the following relations are 
equivalent: 
" (i) IIW(f; . ; 1j)- /(. )llp=O( I 1'/J) (1j ~ 0+); 
i=l 
(ii) there exist functions gi E Lp(E") such that for each 1 ,;;;j ,;;;n 
(11.10) 
n 
(iii) 112-n{ IT -rf.d/- flip =0( lhl 2) (h E En, I hi ~ 0); 
i=l ' 
(iv) II/(· +h)+/(· -h)-2/(·)llp=O(Ihl 2) (h EE", !h! ~ 0). 
The equivalence of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) may be shown by the 
same methods as used in the proof of p= 1 (cf. Theorem 10.2). That 
condition (iv) is equivalent as well, follows by an important theorem on 
multipliers of MARZINKIEWICZ and MIKHLIN (56], (57] as was pointed 
out by E. GoRLICH [52]. Moreover, the equivalence of (i), (iii) and (iv) 
also remains true for functions f E Lp(E" ), 2 < p < oo, which may be seen 
by a dual argument. Even the condition (ii) is meaningful, if the Fourier 
transforms are taken in the distributional sense. For further details we 
refer to [46], [52]-[55]. In particular, in [52b] various further equivalent 
conditions are added. 
Let us return to the singular integral W(f; x; t) of Gauss-Weierstrass 
as defined in (4.1). Obviously, then-parameter integral (11.1) reduces to 
the one-parameter (4.1) by setting 1j=t(1, ... , 1), t>O. In section 7 it was 
shown that in L1(E") the Favard class of the integral (4.1) is precisely 
the class of functions jELl(E") for which liS(/;· ;r)-/(·)lll=O(r2), 
r ~ 0+, where S(f; x; r) denote the spherical means (7.1) (cf. Theorem 
7.2). In view of the one-dimensional case [8] as well as the results known 
for p> 1 [52] one might expect that the integral means S(f; x; r) may 
be replaced by certain differences of f. Indeed, the result of Theorem 11.2 
concerning the integral ( 11.1) suggests the following 
Conjecture 11.1: In L1(E") a function f E L1(E") belongs to the 
Favard class of the singular integral (4.1) of Gauss-Weierstrass if and only if 
(11.11) (r EEl, r ~ 0). 
By Remark 10.1, in particular by (10.15), the conjecture is proved if 
we can show that the function 
" {II cos VJ} -1 
i=l 
v,.sO 
(11.12) A(v)= 
for 
-! V=O 
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is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a bounded measure on E 11 • In this 
respect, it follows by direct calculation that, for n = 2, 3, .A.(v) belongs to 
the Sobolev space W22(E11), i.e. the space of functions which together with 
its second order distributional derivatives belong to L 2 (E11). Applying 
the n-dimensional version of Bernstein's theorem (see E. C. TITCHMARSH 
[22, p. 115] for n= 1 and J. PEETRE [58] in general), we obtain that .A.(v) 
is the Fourier transform of a function in L1(E11). This proves the conjecture 
for n = 2, 3. For n > 4 Bernstein's theorem seems to fail. 
Finally, we observe that various further applications are possible. In 
connection with the Favard class of the integral ( 11.1) the rectangular 
integral means (or Steklov-functions) 
1 h (11.13) R(f;x;h)= S f(x+u)du 
{ll2hj} -h 
(x, hE En, h>O) 
i=l 
may be mentioned. Indeed, (11.13) is of type (10.6) with k;(t)=r(t), 
(11.14) 
~y~ 
r(t) ~ I : for 
[t[ > 1 ' 
and ~;=hrl, 1 <i <;n. In view of r"(s)= sin 8 condition (3.1) is satisfied 
8 
with tp(e)=e-2=T2, T EE1, T---J>-0+, and 1p(s)=- ;!s2. Since likewise (3.2) 
is satisfied by the one-dimensional kernel {er(et)} (cf. [43]), all the results 
of this section hold for the integral (11.13) as well. In particular, the 
" singular integral (11.13) is saturated in L1(E11 ) with order 0( _L h;2) and 
Favard class ( 11.2). i=I 
Of particular interest are the n-parameter singular integrals of Fejer 
and Cauchy-Poisson (cf. [50, p. 720]), since Calderon-Zygmund operators 
enter into the discussion. But this is left to a further paper on the subject. 
Summary 
00 
Singular integrals of type K(f; x; ~)=(2n)-n12 S f(x-u) k(u; ~) du with product 
n -co 
kernels k(x;~)= IT k;(x;;~;) are considered. If, for every l::S;jo,;:=;;n,k,(t;e), 
i=l 
teEI, e>O, is a one-dimensional kernel, then lim f[K(f; · ;~)-/(·)[[=0 for 
o-+ co 
any f E Lp(En), l,;::;;p<oo. For this n-parameter approximation it is shown that a 
general saturation theorem may be obtained for l,;::;;p,;::;;2 by a successive application 
of the one-dimensional theory. The results are applied to the singular integral of 
Gauss--Weierstrass which is discussed in further detail including equivalent char-
acterizations of the Favard class by Lipschitz-type conditions. Special emphasis 
is given to the non-reflexive space L1(En). 
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